The 2016 PRESENT Podiatric Residency Education Summit East Conference took place at the Teaneck Marriott at Glenpointe in Teaneck, NJ from August 12-14, and maintained its tradition of providing high quality podiatric educational experience with top speakers who lecture as well as provide hands-on surgical and wound-healing workshops. Staffing the NYCPM Alumni table were Desander Más, NYCPM’s VP of Development and Alumni Relations, David George, DPM (’72) and Anthony Iorio, DPM (’81). We are grateful to Michael Shore, DPM (’86), who arranged for NYCPM’s Alumni table.

(Left Photo) At PRESENT, left to right: Sarah Mohamed, DPM (’16); David George, DPM (’72); Anthony Jabra, DPM (’16). Drs. Mohamed and Jabra are currently residents at NYCPM.

(Right Photo) Visiting the NYCPM Alumni Relations Association table at PRESENT were, left to right: Danielle Mercado, DPM (’14); David George, DPM (’72); Marina Akerman, DPM (’14); Yana Akselrud, DPM (’14).